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Resolution:
Description
When you are on the gantt page from a project, you can jump to the gantt page of an other project by selecting the project in the
dropdown box. The same with calendar page.

It would be nice if you can also switch the summery pages the same way. Actually, when you are on the summery page and you
chose a project from the dropdown box you land on the issue overview page.
Related issues:
Related to Redmine - Defect # 13653: Keep displaying spent time page when swi...

Closed

History
#1 - 2013-03-29 18:56 - Etienne Massip
What are you calling "Summery"?
Because being on the Overview page and using the dropdown menu to switch to another project leads you to its Overview page, AFAICT?

#2 - 2013-03-29 18:59 - Etienne Massip
- Subject changed from Summery page jumping from project to project to Keep displaying issue summary page when switching project via dropdown
menu

Ok, I get it now, sorry for the inconvenience.

#3 - 2018-10-05 04:09 - Takenori TAKAKI
- File 13643.patch added

To keep displaying 'issue summary page' when switching project,
It is necessary to add the new menu that links to 'issue sammary page' on project menu tab.
I made a patch to add a menu, with reference to #13653 and #23311.

#4 - 2018-10-18 09:50 - Takenori TAKAKI
- File project_menu_reports.png added
- File issues_child_menu_reports.png added
- File 13643_child_menu.patch added

As another suggestion, I made a patch that adds a link to 'summary page' as a child-menu of 'Issues' on the project-menu.
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